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Introduction: Vesta is the largest intact differentiated aster-
oid [1] that is considered to be a model for the initial stages of 
planetary differentiation [2]. NASA’s Dawn mission is expected 
to rendezvous with Vesta in July 2011 for a yearlong global char-
acterization mission. The Framing Cameras (FC) onboard the 
Dawn spacecraft will image the asteroid in clear and seven nar-
row band filters (0.4-1.0 micrometers) [3].  

We plan to present the first results from the Dawn FC obser-
vations of Vesta obtained during approach. Our aim is to answer 
three basic questions by comparing Dawn FC data with our cur-
rent understanding of Vesta from HST and ground-based studies. 
These questions are: 1) Is the hemispherical albedo dichotomy on 
Vesta confirmed? 2) Is there color variation on Vesta, if so how 
does the color variation correlate with HST color and ground-
based spectral maps? 3) Is the large topographic feature on Ves-
ta’s South Pole confirmed?  

Scientific Question 1: Albedo dichotomy: Low resolution re-
solved color data can be helpful in answering several key ques-
tions about the nature and origin of Vesta’s surface. From HST 
observations [4] the hemispheric albedo dichotomy on Vesta is 
well-known. The eastern hemisphere of Vesta has higher albedo 
than the western hemisphere; this is consistent with ground-based 
lightcurve observations [2]. Such global albedo variations can be 
detected and confirmed from observations in approach.  

Scientific Question 2: Color variegation: Spectral [2] and 
color variations [4] on Vesta have been attributed to composi-
tional heterogeneity of distinct surface units. Low-resolution 
global color ratio maps from FC data can identify and confirm 
these features reported by HST [4] and ground-based telescopes 
[5]. Average color spectra of progressive rotational phases from 
the rotational characterizations can be directly compared with 
similar spectra from HST and ground-based telescopes.  

Scientific Question 3: Global topographic feature: The larg-
est topographic feature on Vesta detected from HST images by 
[6] is the South Pole crater with an estimated diameter ~460 km 
and a depth of ~20 km [1]. Current shape models of Vesta indi-
cate a large central peak within this crater. Images at resolution 
greater than HST (38km/pix) should confirm the presence of this 
feature and help define its origin.   
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